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Abstract— There have been many studies on induced currents and voltages along overhead conductors due to lightning flashes. In 
most of these studies lumped loads and components are connected only as line terminations [1]-[4]. In studies where series and shunt 
connected components are connected along the lines the effects of nonlinear components and effects are disregarded [5]-[8]. This is 
not always correct as nonlinear effects will introduce high frequencies in the system and affect the current and voltage wave 
distribution. In this paper the effects of series and shunt components and nonlinear phenomenon on a system representative of the 
Swedish electrified railway system will be investigated. It is seen how introduction of different linear and nonlinear components affect 
the propagating voltage wave forms.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The lightning flash has been widely studied and the 
underlying physics are well known. Several methods have 
been developed on lightning field calculations [9]-[11] and 
field to wire coupling [1]-[4]. These studies are mainly on 
conventional power systems, or similar systems, where the 
lumped loads and components, such as transformers, 
switchgear, generators, etc., are connected as line terminations. 
In these works nonlinear effects, e.g. pole ground resistance, 
due to soil ionization [12], and pole to wire flashovers [13] 
have been disregarded.

In case of direct lightning strikes, i.e. if a lightning flash 
would physically hit a system or if a lightning would strike 
close to a multiconductor transmission line (MTL) system the 
voltages at the pole locations close to the lightning strike 
location will most likely increase beyond the flashover 
threshold of the pole to conductor insulator. This will result in 
a conductor to pole flashover.

Studies on lightning interaction with systems having 
components connected in series and as shunts along the MTL 
have been made in [5]-[8]. In these studies the system 
investigated was the Swedish electrified railway network. In 
these works it was seen how the introduction of series and 
shunt components and devices affect the current and voltage 
wave propagation.

II. A SWEDISH ELECTRIFIED RAILWAY NETWORK

To understand the voltage wave propagation along 
electrified networks, conductor layouts and components 
connected along the system has to be known.

A typical single track Swedish electrified railway system 
consists of nine overhead conductors, S-rail, I-rail, catenary, 
two return conductors/negative feeders (noted as return 
conductors) and three auxiliary wires, with different radii and 
one buried communication cable. A cross sectional view of 
these conductors is shown in Fig. 1. The conductor radii and 
characteristic impedances of these conductors are presented in 
Table I. These conductors are connected to the poles by 
insulators as seen in Fig. 2. Due to different line operating 
voltages of the overhead conductors the insulator withstand 
voltages are different. The insulator type and voltage 
withstand levels are presented in Table II.

The two MTL systems used in this work are denoted as 
Case A (Fig. 3) and Case B (Fig. 4). These MTL systems 
consist of five overhead conductors above a finitely 
conducting ground with ground resistivity of 1000m, 
terminated by their self characteristic impedance. The 
conductors of these systems, which are representative of the 
system presented in Fig. 1, consist of S-rail (R1), I-rail (R2), 
catenary wire (R3), return conductor (R6) and auxiliary wire 
(R9). In the MTL system of Case B there are poles located at 
every 60m along the MTL system, not shown in the figure.
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The poles are simulated to be connected to the finitely 
conducting ground through a 50 pole footing resistance. As 
contrary to Case A, the nonlinear effects due to pole to wire
flashovers are accounted for in Case B calculations.The series 
devices shown in Figs. 3 and 4 are typical devices connected 
along a typical single track Swedish electrified railway system. 
These devices consist mainly of track side transformers, 
namely booster (BT) and autotransformers (AT), and track 
circuits, consisting of rectifier and relay units. Refer to [14]
for more information on the MTL systems, devices and the 
way these are connected along the networks.

Fig. 1  A cross sectional view of a typical single track electrified railway 
system showing nine overhead conductors and one buried cable.

TABLE I
CONDUCTOR RADII AND CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCES FOR LINE 

TERMINATIONS IN FIG 3.

S-rail I-rail Catenary Return 
conductor

Auxiliary 
wire

Radii 
(mm)

49.5 49.5 50.6 8.2 5.6

Zc

()
186 186 331 442 490

Fig. 2  Insulators, connections and pole footing resistance in a single track BT 
system (adopted from [13]).

TABLE II
INSULATOR MATERIAL AND WITHSTAND VOLTAGES.

Conductor Insulator type Withstand voltage (kV)
R3 (Catenary) Rod 225
R4 (Reinforcement) Line post 170
R5, R6 (Return) Spool 60
R7, R8, R9 (Auxiliary) Pin 140

There are two cases simulated for each of the systems 
presented in Figs. 3 and 4. The difference between the 

calculations for a given MTL system is the track side 
transformer system used. The notation of the four cases 
simulated are presented in Table III. Track circuits and 
discontinuities are accounted for in all calculations.

Fig. 3  MTL system used with only linear components and effects (Case A).

Fig. 4 MTL system used including the nonlinear effects of pole to wire 
flashover (Case B).

TABLE III
NOTATIONS USED FOR THE CASES CALCULATED

MTL system of Fig. 3 MTL system of Fig.4
BT system Case A1 Case B1
AT system Case A2 Case B2
The electromagnetic interference source used in all

calculations is representative of a subsequent lightning return 
stroke with the same base current parameters as presented in 
[15]. The peak amplitude of the lightning base current is kept 
as unity for the Cases A1 and A2 and about 12kA for Cases 
B1 and B2. The lightning is simulated to strike at a 
perpendicular distance of 50m away from the mid point of the 
system under study.

The lightning fields are calculated using the modified 
transmission line model with linear decay [4] with a return 
stroke velocity of 1.3x1010m/s and the field to wire coupling 
model adopted is the Agrawal et al. model [1]. The wave 
propagation along the MTL system with series and shunt 
connected lumped devices is solved using a method developed 
by the author [5]-[8], [14], using the FTDT method [16]-[18]
for solving the current and voltage propagation along the 
MTL system and a Kirchoff’s current and voltage laws [19]-
[20] to account for the lumped series and shunt connected 
components.

III. INDUCED VOLTAGES

It is interesting to look at the voltages appearing across the 
devices as these will suffer the effects of induced voltages.

For Cases A1 and A2 the transformer windings and relay 
units suffering the highest voltage peaks are; for Case A1, the 
BT at the middle of the line and at the right end (RE) of the 
MTL system (Fig. 5), and the fourth and fifth relay units, to 
the right and left of the insulators, respectively (Fig. 6). For 
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Case A2, the AT at the left end (LE) (Fig. 7) and the same 
relay units as for Case A1 (Fig. 8).

Fig. 5  Voltage waveforms across BT windings along return conductors 
(catenary voltage waveforms are similar hence not shown) for Case A1.

Fig. 6  Voltages appearing across relay units suffering the highest voltage 
peaks for Case A1.

Fig. 7 Voltage waveforms across AT windings along return conductors 
(catenary voltage waveforms are similar hence not shown) for Case A2.

Fig. 8  Voltages appearing across relay units suffering the highest voltage 
peaks for Case A2.

As figs. 5 (bottom window) and 7 are compared it is seen 
that the AT windings at the LE of the MTL system (Case A2)
are suffering more than two times higher peak voltages as 
compared to BT at the RE of the MTL system (Case A1). In 
fig. 5 (top window) it is seen that the voltages appearing 
across the BT at the middle of the line, which is closest to the 
lightning strike location, is suffering voltages as high as the 
AT in Fig. 5. The oscillations at late times of Fig. 5 (top 
window) are most likely due to resonances in the winding LC 
elements.

From Figs. 6 and 8 it is clear that the voltages appearing 
across the track circuits suffering the highest voltage peaks are 
having similar wave shapes and peaks for Cases A1 and A2.

For Cases B1 and B2 the voltages across transformer 
windings (Figs. 9 and 12) and the voltages across all relay 
units (Figs. 10-11 and 13-14) are studied.

As Figs. 9 and 12 are compared it is seen that the peak 
induced voltages across the AT windings are more than twice 
as high as compared to voltages across BT windings. Both of 
these wave shapes are showing oscillatory behaviour.

Fig. 9  Voltage waveforms across BT windings for Case B1.
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Fig. 10  Voltages appearing across relay units closer to the middle of the line 
for Case B1.

Fig. 11 Voltages appearing across relay units closer to the line ends for Case 
B1.

Fig. 12  Voltage waveforms across AT windings for Case B2.

Fig. 13  Voltages appearing across relay units closer to the middle of the line 
for Case B2.

Fig. 14  Voltages appearing across relay units closer to the line ends for Case 
B2.

The voltage wave shapes at the middle of the line, Figs. 10 
and 13, are dominated by the pole to wire flashover 
phenomenon. These wave shapes show very high oscillations 
and peak voltages and seems to be indifferent to the track side
transformer system. It was seen in the simulations that the 
pole to wire flashovers occur up to 300m away from the 
middle of the line. This is the reason why oscillations are seen 
across the components at the middle of the line and not across 
the components at other positions, e.g. the relay units closer to 
the line ends, Figs. 11 and 14. The main difference between 
the voltage wave shapes across the relay units closer to the 
line ends is seen across relay unit no. 5. This is most likely 
due to the presence of a transformer winding between the 
catenary wire and the S-rail in Case B2.

As results from Case A and B are to be compared attention 
has to be given to the time span of the figures. As the peak 
voltages from Case A and B are to be compared the difference 
in lightning channel base current has to be kept in mind as the 
induced voltage will increase proportionally.

In general the voltage wave shapes in Cases B1 and B2
across all components are much more oscillatory as compared 
to the same voltages in Cases A1 and A2. These oscillations 
are due to the nonlinearities included in the calculations.
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The highest peak voltages seen across the transformer 
windings for Cases A1 and A2 are much lower as compared to 
the peak voltages seen in Cases B1 and B2.

The peak voltages across the relay units in Cases B1 and 
B2 (closer to the line ends) are generally similar to the peak 
voltages across relay units suffering the highest voltage peaks 
in Cases A1 and A2. This with the exception of relay unit no. 
5 in Case B2 which is suffering a peak about two times higher 
than the peak voltages of the other cases.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper it is seen how the induced voltages wave 
shapes and peaks across different systems vary as the track 
side transformers are changed from BT to AT systems. Also, 
the effects of pole to wire flashover on the induced voltages 
across series and shunt connected devices along MTL systems, 
representative of typical Swedish single track electric railway 
system, is presented. 

It is seen that the voltage appearing across the track side
transformer windings is change based on the type of 
transformer system used, i.e. BT or AT system. Whereas the 
voltage appearing across the relay units (connected between 
the rails) are relatively insensitive to changes in the track side 
transformer system.

The nonlinear effect of pole to wire flashover results not 
only in much more oscillatory behavior of the voltage wave 
shapes, it also results in higher voltage peaks across the track 
side transformer windings.

In this work is has been shown that the presence of 
different components do largely affect the voltage, and 
accordingly current, wave shapes and peaks. It is also clear 
that nonlinear effects introduce oscillations and change the 
peak current and voltage values, due to alteration in current 
distribution.

NOMENCLATURE

Zc characteristic impedance 
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I. Introduction


The lightning flash has been widely studied and the underlying physics are well known. Several methods have been developed on lightning field calculations [9]-[11] and field to wire coupling [1]-[4]. These studies are mainly on conventional power systems, or similar systems, where the lumped loads and components, such as transformers, switchgear, generators, etc., are connected as line terminations. In these works nonlinear effects, e.g. pole ground resistance, due to soil ionization [12], and pole to wire flashovers [13] have been disregarded.

In case of direct lightning strikes, i.e. if a lightning flash would physically hit a system or if a lightning would strike close to a multiconductor transmission line (MTL) system the voltages at the pole locations close to the lightning strike location will most likely increase beyond the flashover threshold of the pole to conductor insulator. This will result in a conductor to pole flashover.

Studies on lightning interaction with systems having components connected in series and as shunts along the MTL have been made in [5]-[8]. In these studies the system investigated was the Swedish electrified railway network. In these works it was seen how the introduction of series and shunt components and devices affect the current and voltage wave propagation.


II. A Swedish Electrified Railway Network

To understand the voltage wave propagation along electrified networks, conductor layouts and components connected along the system has to be known.


A typical single track Swedish electrified railway system consists of nine overhead conductors, S-rail, I-rail, catenary, two return conductors/negative feeders (noted as return conductors) and three auxiliary wires, with different radii and one buried communication cable. A cross sectional view of these conductors is shown in Fig. 1. The conductor radii and characteristic impedances of these conductors are presented in Table I. These conductors are connected to the poles by insulators as seen in Fig. 2. Due to different line operating voltages of the overhead conductors the insulator withstand voltages are different. The insulator type and voltage withstand levels are presented in Table II.

The two MTL systems used in this work are denoted as Case A (Fig. 3) and Case B (Fig. 4). These MTL systems consist of five overhead conductors above a finitely conducting ground with ground resistivity of 1000m, terminated by their self characteristic impedance. The conductors of these systems, which are representative of the system presented in Fig. 1, consist of S-rail (R1), I-rail (R2), catenary wire (R3), return conductor (R6) and auxiliary wire (R9). In the MTL system of Case B there are poles located at every 60m along the MTL system, not shown in the figure. The poles are simulated to be connected to the finitely conducting ground through a 50 pole footing resistance. As contrary to Case A, the nonlinear effects due to pole to wire flashovers are accounted for in Case B calculations.The series devices shown in Figs. 3 and 4 are typical devices connected along a typical single track Swedish electrified railway system. These devices consist mainly of track side transformers, namely booster (BT) and autotransformers (AT), and track circuits, consisting of rectifier and relay units. Refer to [14] for more information on the MTL systems, devices and the way these are connected along the networks.

[image: image1.png]

Fig. 1  A cross sectional view of a typical single track electrified railway system showing nine overhead conductors and one buried cable.


TABLE I
Conductor Radii and Characteristic Impedances For Line Terminations in Fig 3.


		

		S-rail

		I-rail

		Catenary

		Return conductor

		Auxiliary wire



		Radii (mm)

		49.5

		49.5

		50.6

		8.2

		5.6



		Zc ()

		186

		186

		331

		442

		490





[image: image2.png]

Fig. 2  Insulators, connections and pole footing resistance in a single track BT system (adopted from [13]).

TABLE II
Insulator material and withstand voltages.

		Conductor

		Insulator type

		Withstand voltage (kV)



		R3 (Catenary)

		Rod

		225



		R4 (Reinforcement)

		Line post

		170



		R5, R6 (Return)

		Spool

		60



		R7, R8, R9 (Auxiliary)

		Pin

		140





There are two cases simulated for each of the systems presented in Figs. 3 and 4. The difference between the calculations for a given MTL system is the track side transformer system used. The notation of the four cases simulated are presented in Table III. Track circuits and discontinuities are accounted for in all calculations.

[image: image3.png]

Fig. 3  MTL system used with only linear components and effects (Case A).

[image: image4.png]

Fig. 4  MTL system used including the nonlinear effects of pole to wire flashover (Case B).

TABLE III
Notations Used For The Cases Calculated

		

		MTL system of Fig. 3

		MTL system of Fig.4



		BT system

		Case A1

		Case B1



		AT system

		Case A2

		Case B2





The electromagnetic interference source used in all calculations is representative of a subsequent lightning return stroke with the same base current parameters as presented in [15]. The peak amplitude of the lightning base current is kept as unity for the Cases A1 and A2 and about 12kA for Cases B1 and B2. The lightning is simulated to strike at a perpendicular distance of 50m away from the mid point of the system under study.

The lightning fields are calculated using the modified transmission line model with linear decay [4] with a return stroke velocity of 1.3x1010m/s and the field to wire coupling model adopted is the Agrawal et al. model [1]. The wave propagation along the MTL system with series and shunt connected lumped devices is solved using a method developed by the author [5]-[8], [14], using the FTDT method [16]-[18] for solving the current and voltage propagation along the MTL system and a Kirchoff’s current and voltage laws [19]-[20] to account for the lumped series and shunt connected components.

III. Induced Voltages

It is interesting to look at the voltages appearing across the devices as these will suffer the effects of induced voltages.

For Cases A1 and A2 the transformer windings and relay units suffering the highest voltage peaks are; for Case A1, the BT at the middle of the line and at the right end (RE) of the MTL system (Fig. 5), and the fourth and fifth relay units, to the right and left of the insulators, respectively (Fig. 6). For Case A2, the AT at the left end (LE) (Fig. 7) and the same relay units as for Case A1 (Fig. 8).

[image: image5.png]

Fig. 5  Voltage waveforms across BT windings along return conductors (catenary voltage waveforms are similar hence not shown) for Case A1.

[image: image6.png]

Fig. 6  Voltages appearing across relay units suffering the highest voltage peaks for Case A1.

[image: image7.png]

Fig. 7  Voltage waveforms across AT windings along return conductors (catenary voltage waveforms are similar hence not shown) for Case A2.

[image: image8.png]

Fig. 8  Voltages appearing across relay units suffering the highest voltage peaks for Case A2.

As figs. 5 (bottom window) and 7 are compared it is seen that the AT windings at the LE of the MTL system (Case A2) are suffering more than two times higher peak voltages as compared to BT at the RE of the MTL system (Case A1). In fig. 5 (top window) it is seen that the voltages appearing across the BT at the middle of the line, which is closest to the lightning strike location, is suffering voltages as high as the AT in Fig. 5. The oscillations at late times of Fig. 5 (top window) are most likely due to resonances in the winding LC elements.

From Figs. 6 and 8 it is clear that the voltages appearing across the track circuits suffering the highest voltage peaks are having similar wave shapes and peaks for Cases A1 and A2.

For Cases B1 and B2 the voltages across transformer windings (Figs. 9 and 12) and the voltages across all relay units (Figs. 10-11 and 13-14) are studied.

As Figs. 9 and 12 are compared it is seen that the peak induced voltages across the AT windings are more than twice as high as compared to voltages across BT windings. Both of these wave shapes are showing oscillatory behaviour.

[image: image9.png]

Fig. 9  Voltage waveforms across BT windings for Case B1.


[image: image10.png]

Fig. 10  Voltages appearing across relay units closer to the middle of the line for Case B1.


[image: image11.png]

Fig. 11  Voltages appearing across relay units closer to the line ends for Case B1.


[image: image12.png]

Fig. 12  Voltage waveforms across AT windings for Case B2.


[image: image13.png]

Fig. 13  Voltages appearing across relay units closer to the middle of the line for Case B2.


[image: image14.png]

Fig. 14  Voltages appearing across relay units closer to the line ends for Case B2.

The voltage wave shapes at the middle of the line, Figs. 10 and 13, are dominated by the pole to wire flashover phenomenon. These wave shapes show very high oscillations and peak voltages and seems to be indifferent to the track side transformer system. It was seen in the simulations that the pole to wire flashovers occur up to 300m away from the middle of the line. This is the reason why oscillations are seen across the components at the middle of the line and not across the components at other positions, e.g. the relay units closer to the line ends, Figs. 11 and 14. The main difference between the voltage wave shapes across the relay units closer to the line ends is seen across relay unit no. 5. This is most likely due to the presence of a transformer winding between the catenary wire and the S-rail in Case B2.

As results from Case A and B are to be compared attention has to be given to the time span of the figures. As the peak voltages from Case A and B are to be compared the difference in lightning channel base current has to be kept in mind as the induced voltage will increase proportionally.


In general the voltage wave shapes in Cases B1 and B2 across all components are much more oscillatory as compared to the same voltages in Cases A1 and A2. These oscillations are due to the nonlinearities included in the calculations.

The highest peak voltages seen across the transformer windings for Cases A1 and A2 are much lower as compared to the peak voltages seen in Cases B1 and B2.

The peak voltages across the relay units in Cases B1 and B2 (closer to the line ends) are generally similar to the peak voltages across relay units suffering the highest voltage peaks in Cases A1 and A2. This with the exception of relay unit no. 5 in Case B2 which is suffering a peak about two times higher than the peak voltages of the other cases.

IV. Conclusions


In this paper it is seen how the induced voltages wave shapes and peaks across different systems vary as the track side transformers are changed from BT to AT systems. Also, the effects of pole to wire flashover on the induced voltages across series and shunt connected devices along MTL systems, representative of typical Swedish single track electric railway system, is presented. 

It is seen that the voltage appearing across the track side transformer windings is change based on the type of transformer system used, i.e. BT or AT system. Whereas the voltage appearing across the relay units (connected between the rails) are relatively insensitive to changes in the track side transformer system.

The nonlinear effect of pole to wire flashover results not only in much more oscillatory behavior of the voltage wave shapes, it also results in higher voltage peaks across the track side transformer windings.

In this work is has been shown that the presence of different components do largely affect the voltage, and accordingly current, wave shapes and peaks. It is also clear that nonlinear effects introduce oscillations and change the peak current and voltage values, due to alteration in current distribution.

Nomenclature


Zc
characteristic impedance
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